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Origin of this talk

- In 2010 a Univ of MD Cybersecurity REU produced a 20-page document:

  Cybersecurity Scholars Handbook.

- Bill G modified this

  boring handbook into a fascinating \(\sim 280\)-slide talk!

Auguste: Why are you telling them all that?
Bill: In academia its very important to credit past work!
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Program Goals

1. **Research!** What is Research? Discuss!

   - Work on problems where the answers are not already known.
   - Expose you to a variety of career paths: Grad School, Industry, Government, Writer for the Simpsons, Hobo, Other.
   - Build skills: Team Work, Communication, Project Management.
   - Build a network with faculty and students. Useful for the future!
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4. Talk to each other in the dorms about your projects!
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1. **Show up every weekday.** On time AND sober. 10AM-4PM. You should want to work longer, but prob back in the dorms.

2. **Participate in assessments such as surveys.**

3. **Actively contribute to your research project and your team.**

4. **Check e-mail.** Reminders, notices, requests will be emailed. (I hyphenated email? Why? The original handbook did this and I wanted you to see an interesting piece of history. X-ray and T-shirt kept the hyphen but email did not. Why?)

5. **Enthusiasm!**

6. **Attend lunches, talks, and other activities.** (Talks and some activities joint with REU-BRIDGE.)
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What Faculty Mentors Expect from You

1. **Communication:**
   - Be clear in verbal & written comm.
   - Seek clarification, ask questions, provide suggestions.
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   - Tell your team changes that affect your participation.

6. **Adaptability:**
   - Be flexible and open minded.
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Issues that Probably Won’t Arise But Need to be Discussed
Sexual Harassment and Discrimination

1. If you feel uncomfortable, seek advice and guidance from others. Bill G., Auguste G., or Furong H. (One of the REU-CAAR mentors) can offer assistance and direct you to campus resources for help. Note that in the United States, there is Mandatory Reporting: if a mentor or director hears about a case of sexual harassment, they must report it.

2. While this slide is about Sexual Harassment and Discrimination, feel free to talk to Bill G., John D., or Furong H. about any issue, even if it is uncomfortable.
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Do Your Part

Good News That You Know:
1. You get a stipend.
2. You get free room and some meal money.

If you do not do your part you could be asked to leave, which will mean you get less of your stipend. This is RARE! (once in 2014 and once in 2016).
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In any problem or dispute that arises the important thing is NOT fixing it and making things work out

its finding whose to Blame :-)
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You should all know about each other's projects:

For all projects $p$
there exists a mentor $m$ for project $p$ and a day $d$ such that
mentor $m$ gives a talk on project $p$ on day $d$.

In symbols

$$(\forall p)(\exists m, d)[\text{MENTOR}(p, m) \land \text{TALK}(p, m, d)].$$
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1. Monday 12:00-1:00 lunch in IRB.
2. This lunch you will play telepictionary!
3. Tu,We,Th,Fr- Lunch in the union or IRB from your meal card.
4. Bill will join you for lunch some of the first week.
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1. Get here by 10:00AM go to your projects room.
2. Research 10:00-12:00 (approx)
3. Lunch 12:00-1:00 (approx). MONDAY lunch IRB
4. Research 1:30-4:00.
5. Talks on Wednesday afternoons at 4:00.
6. Every other Friday you get your paycheck! Don’t blow it all on supercomputer time!
7. At night talk about Applying Quantum error correction, ML, and Geometry to Mitigate World Hunger
8. Weekends—Explore Washington DC! or College Park! (Check the metro website—lots of trains are not running at times.)
9. Some of these items may change (e.g., lunches, talks may be a different day).
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   Jill Biden is the first First Lady to have a PhD.
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4. Final presentation the last week.
5. Unexpected things will happen! Always expect the unexpected! (Is that a paradox? A project for Summer 2024 REU.)
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1. Discussion of Ethics of Research.
2. Discussion of graduate school (with guests).
3. Game Nights with Pizza!
4. Final presentation the last week.
5. Unexpected things will happen! Always expect the unexpected!
   (Is that a paradox? A project for Summer 2024 REU.)
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Alice wants to send Bob a string $x \in \{0, 1\}^n$. But the channel is noisy! There are ways to send $x$ such that errors will be detected and corrected (if there aren't too many of them.) One way is to send $xxx$. There are better ways. CLASSICALLY. What if you had QUANTUM methods! Can you do better?
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1. Improving Machine Translation for Wikipedia
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Machine Translation uses deep learning. This sounds great :-). But it's not :-(. If only we had a large set of texts to experiment on and see what goes wrong. OH. We do! Wikipedia. This project will use translations of Wikipedia pages to understand and evaluate different Machine Translation Services. The goal is to see when they do badly and find ways to make them better.
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Clustering is taking a set of data and grouping it in meaningful subsets. EXAMPLE: take the set of students at UMCP and group them by major and by GPA and by GPA-in-the-major. For a very large dataset this is slow. What to do? What if we use a PARALLEL algorithm on a PARALLEL machine. We will implement state-of-the-art parallel algorithms and see how they do!
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At one point it was hoped that automating decisions would decrease human bias. But instead there are times when it inherits human bias.

Darn!

This project looks at how to deal with that (and reduce bias) in the context of ML/AI for decision making.
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1. Exploring Hilbert Geometry
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Computational Geometry asks questions like, Given a set of lines find all of the points of intersection. It is assumed they mean lines in the plane or perhaps $\mathbb{R}^n$. What if you are in another space? A curved space? What can you do? You can do this project!

3. Students
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Aviva’s Markov Decision for Climate Risk

1. Using Markov Decision Processes to Mitigate Climate Risk

2. Elevator Pitch

   Farmers in India need your help! Small changes in climate lead to big changes in when to plant crops. They need to predict the weather AND tie that into decision making for crop planting. We will use MATH and AI to do this!

3. Students

   Nick, Jasmine
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4. Produced Rocky, Goodfellows, Creed 1, 2, 3
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The last book got this review: It is deeply shocking that *We the Corporations* is not boring. Also, the last book was a nominee for the National Book Award.
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Adam has written two books:

**Gunfight: The Battle over the Right to Bear Arms in America**

**We the Corporations: How American Businesses won their civil rights**

The last book got this review

*It is deeply shocking that We the Corporations is not boring.*

Also, the last book was a nominee for the **National Book Award**.
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1. Some of you are NSF funded.
2. Some of you are KAUST funded.
3. Some of you are Iribe funded.
4. Some of you are Google/Zhu funded.
5. Some of you are funded by your own school/Winkler/UMCP.
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All REU students are created equal.

None of this will matter except:

1. Those funded by Google/Zhu or Iribe will be asked to write a letter thanking them. I will be asking this in September.
2. KAUST may ask their students to fill out forms.
3. The local HS students did not get those 100 emails asking for their travel plans.
Questions from You?

I welcome questions now and anytime!